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BOOK REVIEWS

PROCEDURE BEFORE TRIAL, Cases and Materials. By Claude H. Brown,
Delmar Karlen, Robert Meisenholder, George N. Stevens and Allan
D. Vestal. St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1968. Pp. xxii, 784.

All law teachers pride themselves in being individualistic. However, this
is truly an understatement for civil procedure teachers. This particular group
appears to go off in all directions under the belief that local procedural varia
tions warrant their vagaries. Out of this chaos perhaps a notable portion
of the group would agree on two basic notions: (1) a sound procedure course
should be grounded upon one basic system of procedure and any deviations
from the basic system under study should be used to define and expand the
student's understanding of the basic system rather than confusing him with
two or three other systems of procedure, and (2) each text or book used will
vary in design, arrangement and emphasis of certain areas of procedure that
reflect the author's philosophy either wittingly or unwittingly.

Turning to the book under review, it should be noted that it sprang from
the earlier work edited by Brown, Vestal and Ladd.1 In the new 1968 edi
tion, Brown, Karlen, Meisenholder, Stevens and Vestal have pooled an
amazing amount of experience and wisdom relative to procedure between
the covers of this work. Each author has justly gained individual distinction
in numerous areas of law, including civil procedure. However, collectively
the group forms a "Brain Trust" that demands allegiance and respect in
legal academic circles. From this group comes, as might be expected, not just
another book on procedure but rather a definitive study of procedure before
trial. The book goes beyond being exciting, fresh, new and orderly; it an
swers the needs of law students today with the procedure of today and at
the same time affords ample opportunity for exploration into the needs of
the future in the procedural context.

I

The authors state in the Preface, p. ix that: "The materials in this volume
have been developed on the basis of an over-all philosophy that
relates primarily to the state movement to adopt the federal rules of civil pro
cedure." This goal was achieved without qualifications. The teacher that
has bottomed his course on the federal rules will be delighted with the organi
zation, detail and supplementary materials afforded in this work. By the
same token, Code Pleaders may weep again.

The authors seek to emphasize the significance of the federal rules as
adopted by the various states. Their basic premise being that such an ap
proach allows a more direct awareness of the procedure systems of the various
states that have, either totally or in major part, enacted the federal rules. In
order not to mislead the student and the teacher, the approach followed covers
the major areas of general federal practice. At the same time, coverage does
not encroach upon jurisdictional problems that are purely federal in nature.
In fine, this book explores and opens for study the ramifications of the fed~

1 For a review of the earlier work, see 6 J.Leg.Ed. 126. (1953).
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eral rules as they are employed in the federal system as well as the state sys
tems.

The authors have judiciously chosen cases and materials that indubitably
prove the point that the federal rules have not obviated all procedural prob
lems. The rules have, however, sharpened the focus on some bothersome seg
ments of the law and with this newer view of old problems a clearer procedural
horizon can and will evolve.

The book contains eight chapters ranging over all of the vital areas that
one might expect to be included in the title of the book which, it should be re
called, is Procedure Before Trial. In its entirety the book is the most com
prehensive, challenging and modern approach to civil procedure currently
available. In a chapter by chapter consideration the same quality is evident.
However, I would like to observe that Chapters 4 and 7 should be expanded
considerably to completely reflect the problems that so often plague the stu
dent and lawyer in the respective areas of Responses to Pleadings Alleging
Claims and Scope of the Controversy. In my opinion, the most provocative
Chapters are 5 and 8. The organization and selection of materials for Chap
ter 8 affords a truly beautiful teaching tool.

The authors have suggested that the materials are prepared for use either
in the first or second year of law school and further said materials are de
signed for courses ranging from two to five semester hours in length. It is
suggested that a travesty would be committed if these materials, even with
deletions, were attempted to be used in a two semester hour course. At the
same time, it is suggested that five semester hours are not warranted unless
an unusually large amount of supplemental materials are used with the book.
It should be recalled that this volume contains only 784 pages and with a
rather common coverage of 15-25 pages per class period the book could be
thoroughly covered in a three semester hour course.

The instant book will most certainly become a classic in the literature of
the law of civil procedure. The authors' method of analysis opens up a range
of inquiry that implies a broadened role for both the student and teacher of
this area. And the method of analysis can be of great value to students and
teachers who specialize in other fields of law. Professors Brown, Karlen,
Meisenholder, Stevens and Vestal have shown once again that they are among
the great legal scholars of our time.
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